The 'great smoky dragon' of quantum
physics
10 March 2016
University of Vienna physicists have, for the first
time, evaluated the almost 100-year long history of
quantum delayed-choice experiments—from the
theoretical beginnings with Albert Einstein to the
latest research works in the present. The extensive
study now appeared in the renowned journal
Reviews of Modern Physics.

In the past decades, quantum physicists have tried
to experimentally test Wheeler's thought
experiment to empirically substantiate the waveparticle duality. Xiao-song Ma from the Nanjing
University, Johannes Kofler from the Max Planck
Institute of Quantum Optics, and Anton Zeilinger
from the University of Vienna and the Institute for
Quantum Optics and Quantum Information (IQOQI)
of the Austrian Academy of Sciences have now
Since the 17th century, science was intrigued by
the nature of light. Isaac Newton was certain that it shown the success of this endeavor in an extensive
consists of a stream of particles. His contemporary study, which sums up and evaluates the whole
Christiaan Huygens, however, argued that light is a history of delayed choice experiments.
wave. Modern quantum physics says that both
were right. Light can be observed both as particles While the concept of wave-particle duality can be
and as waves—depending which characteristic is traced back to Albert Einstein's explanation of the
measured in an experiment, it presents itself more photoelectric effect via photons in 1905, it took until
the 1980s that the first delayed-choice experiments
as one or the other. This so-called wave-particle
were realized. "Only through the development of
dualism is one of the foundational principles of
modern quantum optical techniques for the fast and
quantum physics. This questions our common
precise measurement of light it was possible to put
sense: can one and the same indeed be of two
Wheeler's thought experiment into practice", says
contradictory natures at the same time?
Xiao-song Ma, lead author of the study.
Measuring the undefined
Important for quantum cryptography and
In the 1970s, the American physicist John
quantum computers
Archibald Wheeler (1911-2008) metaphorically
"Experiments of this kind confront us with
compared the fundamental indefiniteness of
fundamental questions of quantum physics", adds
quantum mechanical phenomena with a "great
Anton Zeilinger. "However, they also have
smoky dragon": One can see the tail, that is the
significance for future applications such as in
source of the particles, and the head, which are
quantum cryptography or the development of
the measurement results. But in between the
quantum computers." Delayed-choice experiments
whole body is covered in smoke. And this smoke
can be applied to the quantum mechanical
cannot be removed: Only the measurement
defines the phenomenon, not the other way round. phenomenon of entanglement, which is important
for the security of quantum communication.
To put this concept into a concrete setting,
Regarding quantum computers, there are certain
Wheeler proposed his famous delayed-choice
thought experiment. In this thought experiment, the scenarios where delayed-choice experiments can
choice to determine the particle or wave nature is increase the computation speed. The authors of the
study, which now appeared in the journal Reviews
delayed or even changed during the experiment.
of Modern Physics, expect that delayed-choice
Thereby, one and the same phenomenon, for
instance light, manifests itself as a particle or as a experiments will continue to bring further insights
into quantum physics as well as practical
wave in the same experiment. It can therefore
indeed be both, depending on the time and nature applications for technologies basing on them.
of the measurement.
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